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Day 1

Round 1: Netherlands White vs. Netherlands Orange 

In round 1 Netherlands White faced Orange (the Dutch U20 team). 

On the first couple of boards Netherlands White won 6 IMPs by winning a part score 
against 2 down at the other table. White escaped on another after a 10-13 NT opening 
could have run into trouble. 3  down three washed against 2  +1 at the other table. 

On board 4 Xavier Friesen showed his talent in the play, altough East-West could have 
done a bit better. 

West North East South
Coenen Blom Lucassen Friesen
Pass 2  Pass 2NT
Pass 3  Pass 3NT
Pass Pass DBL 4 
DBL ap. 

Jasper Blom opened 2 , weak with 5 hearts and a minor. Friesen inquired with 
2NT and heard a minimum with 4+ clubs and settled for 3NT, where he could 
have introduced his spade suit or support clubs instead. Even on a spade lead 
the lack of Aces and just a single diamond stopper would probably sink 3NT, but 
Adriaan Lucassen did not want to wait for the potentially wrong spade lead and 
doubled 3NT, showing something in hearts. Friesen now guessed to ran to 4 , 
instead of the known club fit and Joost Coenen in turn doubled. Coenen however 
placed his partner with a strong heart suit and led a heart. Lucassen played the 
Ace on a high heart and South ruffed. A small spade to the Jack and two high 
hearts, pitching a diamond and a club, were followed by a club off the table. 
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Lucassen put up the Ace, so declarer only lost one club trick. Along with a 
diamond and a spade that was just made, so NS had +790. 

At the other table the bidding was quite different, although the final contract was
the same: 

West North East South
Floris R Westerbeek Huvers Schols
Pass Pass Pass 1 
Pass 1NT Pass 2  *
Pass 2  Pass 3  
Pass 3  Pass 3 
Pass 4  Pass 4 
Pass Pass DBL ap. 

Ricardo Westerbeek could only open a weak 2 and felt his hand was not worth it, so he 
passed. Michel Schols now opened 1 and 2  showed either a minimum hand with 
6+  or some 16+ hand without 5-5. 2  was natural and weak, but Schols pushed to 
game anyhow by showing his 2nd suit at the three level. The next bids were to look for 
the best game and they eventually landed in the normal 4 . Wisse Huvers took a shot 
by doubling this, expecting his partner to have at least 4 trumps (South could be 5134 
with weak diamonds on this auction, presumably). Along with his 2 aces enough to try 
a DBL. Tim Floris also led a heart to the King, Ace and ruff. 

Schols took quite a different line of play, probably expecting the spades to be on the 
other side. Schols played the Queen of diamonds first, won by West. Floris played a 
club to the Ace and Huvers returned a second round to the King. King of diamonds and
a diamond ruff were followed by two high hearts on which South dumped his last two 
clubs. Declarer tried to ruff a club with the 7, but was overruffed by the 8 and West got
a second trump trick in the end for 1 down. NS -200 and 14 IMPs to Orange, ahead by 
14-6 now. 
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Coenen and Lucassen won a swing on board 7. Blom decided to lead the Ace of 
diamonds against 4 , which set up two immediate diamond winners in the dummy. 
When he did not find the heart switch but tried the King of clubs next, declarer could 
pitch his two heart losers on the diamonds. He then had time to draw trumps and set 
up the clubs, for a nice 620. 
At the other table Westerbeek had opened a strong 1NT and Huvers and Floris reached 
2  only. So 10 IMPs to White. 

Some small swings went in favor of Netherlands White. 
On board 9 a defensive mistake let through a high 4  by Westerbeek – Schols, so 
White scored 7 IMPs as the other table only bid and made 3 . On the final board a 
normal vulnerable 1NT opening went 3 off against a making 2  in the other direction,
so White took 4 more IMPs, making the final result 35 – 14 IMPs for White, translating 
to 16.18 – 3.82 VP. 

Round 1 by Kees Tammens

Since my days as trainer of the Dutch juniors are in the past (Agnes and Wubbo 
carry on with great enthusiasm and skill) I follow juniors from other countries as 
well. Russia-Hungary seemed interesting to watch. A lot of girls in this match, 
good looking but as they say ‘kittens at the bridge-table not to be handed without 
gloves’. 

I felt sympathy for Szófia (Hung) when she as North declared 5, after a 1NT opening 
in West. Elizaveta (Rus) found the intriguing lead of the 6.
J for A and a spade for K and A in West who returned 8.  And understandably 
declarer finessed going one down.
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WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 pass 1
1 2 pass pass
2 3 3 pass
4 pass pass pass

North led A and South signalled negative (a  continuation would have 
shortened declarers trump). The club switch: 7, 3, J and A.
Declarer, Vsevolod, quickly drew three rounds of trumps. Then he shooked his 
head in disdain of himself (“I always play awful in the first session of a 
tournament”) and looked nervous to the kibitzer.  Fortunate for him, when he 
played a spade to K, South – too fast – took A right away and Russia had a 
vulnerable game with Hungary staying in 2. This gain contributing to the big 
win for Russia (36-7).
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